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About the new 
Beer Sommelier World
Champion
Oliver is a beer lover and a beer
expert. He is a graduated engineer
in brewing technology with a wealth
of experience in the beer industry.
He is able to combine passion,
creativity, knowledge, and a great
deal of ambition. Apart from his
job as a beer sommelier he is also
making progress with his Kehr -
wieder Kreativbrauerei, a Craft
Brewery in Hamburg. Together
with his partner Friedrich Matthies
he has already brewed a number
of beers. Their first and most
popular beer is the prototype –
a strong, dry hopped Lager. 

Experience in the brewing
and beverage industry
And there is a third field of activity
in Oliver’s professional career –
one that is most important to us at
BeerBev LLC: He is an established
member of the company’s team. 

BeerBev is a neutral and independ -
ent engineering and consulting
company that is specialised in
planning new breweries or expand -
ing existing plants and brewing
facilities. The company is proud 
to have Oliver on board. The team
members have more than forty
years of experience in the brewing
and beverage industry and are
able to provide individual, best 
in class solutions. 

They have the skills and the know -
ledge to satisfy the customers’
needs when it comes to engineer -
ing, software, or brewing tech-
no logy. We offer individual, leading
edge optimisation and harmoni -
sation solutions. 

This includes e.g. to assist the
customers in many different ways
in order to sustainably improve
their brewing technology. The com -
pany is able to provide solutions
that enhance the quality, efficiency,
and flexibility of a brewery or

beverage company regardless 
of its size – from 10-hl brews up 
to a 1500-hl brew size. This can
include the development and
realisation of a new beer, the
required adjustment and alignment
of the relevant production pro-
 ces ses for increased process yield,
the reduction of product losses,
the optimisation of raw material
usage, as well as less water 
and energy consumption. 

BeerBev wants to enable an 
effi cient and environment-friendly
production while meeting highest
quality standards in the best
interest of its customers. Beyond
this, regardless of the variety and
complexity of the scope, the team
of experienced brewing scientists
and process engineers will eval -
uate the existing processes with
the objective to increase capacity
without major Capex spending.  

Create solutions
Like Oliver, all the team members
are experts and enthusiasts in
their field. The company wants 
to offer real insight and practical
experience with passion. As 
the extended arm of the custom -
er’s engineering department 
solutions are created, from pre-
planning, engineering, brewing
technology, and software up 
to project execution. This may
also include construction drawings
for local manufacturing. The 
ope rational excellence is directly
mea surable on the client’s bottom
line.                                          �

SPECIALISED IN PLANNING
AND EXPANDING

BeerBev: a neutral and independent 
engineering and consulting company 

Oliver Wesseloh has just won the Beer Sommelier World Championship. 
On Sunday, 15th of September, 54 beer sommeliers from ten different countries 
competed against each other and demonstrated their knowledge of beer styles, 

brewing techniques, service methodology, and the pairing of food and beer.

Reasonable pride at the drinktec
BeerBev stand: Oliver Wesseloh (r.), 
the new Beer Sommelier World
Champion, together with Joachim
Gunkel, CEO of BeerBev, in a beautiful
frame


